Highland Community Planning Partnership
Community Workshop

6th April 2017, Portree

Wrap-up Report

Concept:

The workshop session is the second in a series of at least 10 session designed to
engage the communities, community organisations and third sector groups around the
following areas of public development and planning:


Highland Outcome Improvement Plan



Community Justice Plan 2018+



Police Scotland 2026 Police Strategy



Highland Local Fire Plan



Active Highland Strategy

Date: 6th April 2017
Location: Service Point, Portree
Facilitators: The session is jointly facilitated by the HTSI, Police Scotland, the SFRS and
the Highland Community Justice Partnership.

Resources: The event was jointly resources by members of the CPP
Attendance: 16 participants took part in the session and were jointed by the HTSI CO,
The Partnership Superintendent from Police Scotland , two SFRS Officers and the
Community Justice Partnership Manager.
Results:
Please see the charts overleaf.
Reactions:
Please see attached Evaluation report.
Where Next:
Once the series of events are completed this report will be collated with the other
individual event report and be fed back into the various component agencies along
with the Highland Community Planning Partnership and the Highland Community
Justice Partnership. This is anticipated to happen in May/June 2017

The Good—What is good about your
community?
















The people
Nature
Level of communication between
agencies
Local orchestra—phenomenal efforts
and achievements; perpetuation of
culture; community engagement
Community care and links
Helpfulness of people
Self help is care to us
The mountains!
Well run and growing businesses run
by local people
The environment
The environment and clean air
places to walk
Access to Local Councillors since area
committee moved back to Portree
Several strong personalities who are
generous with their time
Local Participation in amateur
dramatics

The Bad—things that you feel aren’t
available within your community.
















Poor Public Transport
Family Centre/Contact Centre
Adequate mental health provision (not!)
Transport!!!
Social Care to meet need
Transport
Decent (4G) mobile phone signals
Lack of Transport
A Safe and structured way of providing
services through self-directed Support
Co-ordination (of) local transport
Lack of road maintenance
Adequate mental health provision
Psychological therapies
Competition or the co-op (current
monopoly)
Consultation is improving locally but
some core services make decisions
BEFORE consulting


































The will to work together to reduce
inequalities
Tourism
Can do attitude of local people
Good will of workers
Good sense of community beginning
to show in Skye
Interaction between people
The scenery x2
Community spirit x2
Partnership Work
Safe Environment
Ad hoc partnerships
Natural Environment provides
opportunities to improve health and
wellbeing
The Baha’i’ community—support/
buildings/community/intergenerational/like families
Community has good buy in from
volunteers

Mental health provision
Care for the elderly
Public Transport
Services to Poverty
Young people (lacking)
Community Planning consultation
lacking from our area (Portree 4hr
return trip)
Play area/activity area for young
people
Public Transport
Business Forum - a BID for
Chamber of Commerce
Lack of Community Connection
Few dedicated services for Young
People
Mental Health Services for Adolescents
and Children
Political moves to remove Portree
Hospital
Reduction in services provision due to
reduction in resource

The Ugly—things that are in your
community but don’t necessarily work
well or meet your needs.















Road maintenance budget
completely inadequate (local
roadmen fine)
Buildings/space for new enterprises
Organisations with lack of money to
do anything!
Excellent 3rd sector organisations
squeezed by cash shortages and
having to cut services
Lack of public toilets across the
island
Facilities do not meet community
needs
Geographic spread makes it difficult
to have equity of services
Lack of resources e.g. mental health
services for young people
Communication with centralised
agencies
Car parking on streets
Poor transport—buses—roads
Infrastructure not suitable for
tourism needs




















Transport
Statutory funding (the right things
are usually funded but not in a
workable or sustainable way)
Street lighting
Opening times for working people
medical/sports
Transport; expensive—commercial
rather than community caused(?)
reduction in service
Infrastructure
Public toilets
Parking enforcement
Decent noticeboards
Public transport
Transport
NHS Redesign
Poor Broadband and mobile phone
coverage
Public transport; - no timetables—
irregular service—even when
functioning no one knows
Psychiatric Services (perpetual locum
consultants)

Existing service good but limited in capacity & Resources & policies
A pastoral care service could meet more needs if resources where available

Strengthen Local Position

Lack of long-term funding inhibits development of new/existing services

Welfare benefits—National Policy—No Account of Rural areas

Break this cycle—criminal record = low chances in life—poverty (Community Justice)
(Local initiatives) (Change Perceptions)
Cost of living: - Food/necessities transport, energy, housing

Better cohesion across community agencies
Can we learn from the cases of the hospital and the primary school “consultations”?
Timing of how to share meetings
Plain English—informed debate, supportive engagement
Evidence of listening—visible response

Local democracy and budgeting to go with it

Understanding the reality of remote geography

Distance—how far to we need to go to be heard

Go to the people format needs to change—plain English, reach hard to reach people,
cafe conversations

Use your volunteers

Trust and fighting cynicism, (What’s the point?) (it is worthwhile?) (Its all decided before
hand)
Make use of sharing information

How do we support more dialogue and participation within communities and between communities and public agency decision makers?

Educating how to deal with low income

Low wage economy & seasonality

Policy—one size does not fit all

What do you think happens, or doesn’t happen, in your community that means some people find it difficult to make ends meet and struggle to have enough money for all their
needs?
Help for budgeting
Ability to access support services & support services are there; person centred long –
term support—preventative; Transport Funding, Outreach where people are
Poor Physical Health - Poor Mental Health - Lack of income - poor housing/education Seasonal Employment higher cost of living, fuel poverty; Annualised Pay, Support out of
deprivation - the vicious cycles of inequalities—How do we break the cycle
season, More Choice
Poverty trap - can you afford to work
As well as food banks we need supporting information

Access! Poor Transport Links

Know Your Neighbour! :)

Where do you think there are opportunities to help more people live with good mental health and wellbeing?
Where do you think it doesn’t work as well at the moment?
PSE in Schools needs development
(working) together; NHS, Church, Interest groups, community, families, volunteers,
other agencies
Protecting and supporting what we have—ring fence funding—sustainable funding
Remove restrictions to access; transport, funding, money, knowledge, support for 3rd
sector, outreach
+tive activism; campaigning , constructive, involving local community, councillors
Statutory provision, resources vs need

Ask what other communities have achieved and how?

Encourage and validate informal visiting
Know your neighbours!
How to make folk safe from cyber abuse cold callers etc.
Increased risk of crime in rural isolated areas and reduction of locally accessible police
Routine fire safety visits to the elderly and vulnerable

Inclusive communities

How about a village know-all!! A go to person

Everyone can be vulnerable, village networks can help to identify problems

Total overhaul of community care services

Singel person ambulances—leaving ‘spare’ ambulance out of use!

By educating the victims can we help the offender?
More use of non –custodial solutions e.g. community services and improving skills for
criminals(?)
Local solutions ith local budgets to support initiatives
Challenge stereotyping—give people a chance
Appropriate services for offenders—e.g. mental health

Better ‘pay back’ schemes—fix a car, mend a bike, dig a garden

Peer pressure, poor education of what is right or wrong, bad examples, lack of resources
to fix things
Support for substance abuse and alcohol issues—often cause of reoffending

Mentoring has to be the right person

Benefit system often leave people resorting to criminal activity—theft or illegal activities

When someone does something they shouldn’t have done, perhaps they have got into trouble with the police, what support do they need to make sure it doesn’t happen
again?
Welfare not (?) (adequate services)
Communities may be afraid to ‘wade in’ to help

Education—start young

Relationships & Community

How do we keep people safe in our community, think especially about the most vulnerable people and where they face risks to their safety and what could be done about that?

Traffic control—with park and ride to key places

Co-ordination and information of existing services—online & available locally

Tell people about timetables ; co-ordination of providers

Policy makers take bus here (Skye and Lochalsh Transport Challenge event); See what
works in other places
Have some!

Recognition that transport cannot always be operated on a commercial basis—impact
on community
Community designed transport solutions for remote areas—run by community

Its not all about a bus; accessible (cost + Physical)

Linking services—easier access to local agencies—mini buses??

Highland is a large geographical area and getting around the area can be difficult. What do you think could be done to ensure that transport doesn’t become a barrier for
people.
Setting up community led transport. How to get started?
Community cars?? How difficult could this be??

Aspirations, Hopes & Wish List For Our
Communities:

through self directed support EGOs left at DOOR


An end to frozen 3rd sector funding



A way for everyone to express their voice



One umbrella patient transport service for whole
area



Local awareness and sensitivity



Flexibility of policy



Local events run by HTSI should not have to drive 4
hours to join another community



More volunteers



Less tonic more gin



Real apprenticeships



Things for young adults



Everybody to be heard



Passing place signs need to say ‘keep left’



Get back to LOCAL !



Decision making not always to be based in
Inverness



Proper consultation—do not present us with fait
accomplis



Scope for local solutions



Control of resources



Local democracy—smaller council areas



Meaningful empowerment—not just talk



More resources for CAB outreach services



Budgets to be more under local control



Older people sharing their stories with children in
schools



Chatty cafes all over the Island



School children engaging with community outside
the school



Better transport services



Coordinated transport organisation Facilitate
whole population to be on-line (computer accecss
+ skills)



Brokerage that can properly deliver services

Highland Local Outcome Improvement Plan
The participants were asked, after completing the discussion around the six questions about whether or
not the following priorities, which had been introduced at the start of the day, were things that should be
included in a strategic CPP plan. There were no dissenting views and some clearly correspond to the items
raised as part of the opening ‘The Good, The Bad and The Ugly’ exercise.


Poverty;



Community Safety and Resilience;



Transport;



Engagement & Dialogue with Communities;



Mental Health and Wellbeing

No additions or alternatives were explicitly mentioned at the end of the day but there are clearly themes,
particularly local issues, which are steady throughout the feedback on the previous pages.

Police Scotland 2026 Strategy
T/Supt. Colin Gough took the opportunity to reflect more fully on the Police
Scotland consultation which is live at the moment for people to feed back their
thoughts on. He encouraged people to consider ensuring that they take the chance
to feed into that directly after todays discussion. Feedback from the group queried
if the Police were able to recruit locally and it was confirmed that they had a full
compliment. It was suggested that there might be lessons the Police could share
with other agencies, namely the NHS, in terms of their recruitment processes that would help attract
people into the area for other public sector roles. The Police would be happy to assist in any appropriate
way they could do. It was also raise by participants that they wanted to acknowledge the opening hours
for the Police Station may have reduced but that they felt they now had more engagement with the
community and more visible/accessible to the Police within the community; so it was actually potentially
more positive. Consideration of a more dedicated contact, particularly around youth work, was being
explored now they had a full operational compliment and some with particularly pertinent skills. It was
also recognised that the local officers were really making a difference.

Local Fire Plan

Local Area Liaison Officer, Dougie Campbell, also invited individuals to engage with
the SFRS where they see opportunities to improve the impact that they could make
locally on things that were important to communities. He invited the group to get
in touch either with himself or with the local office if they have any questions after
the event today. Dougie highlighted that he had several ideas and points that he
would like to take away from today to consider how best to take forward.

EVALUATION REPORT
Participants were asked to complete an evaluation
form at the end of the session, this is the compiled
response.
What word(s) best describe how you feel about
the session today (largest indicated most
frequent):
Energised Unsure

Inspired

Thoughtful
Frustrated Interested

Assured

Thought
Provoking Cynical Concerned
Apprehensive

Informative

Noisy

Well Planned
What was the most useful part and why?
(Duplicate comments have been combined)
Use of jigsaw pieces. Helped summarise ideas
Echange of ideas with people in local community
Chatty to others
Hearing from everyone else./Connecting ideas.
The jigsaw activities
Group Discussions
Puzzle pieces methods—lots of discussion
All eye opening
Meeting people from different backgrounds
Talking to Fire/Police services
The chance to look logically at various themes
Comparing and consolidating opinion

What was the least useful part and why?
It was held in Skye & the rest of the attendees were from
Skye. I was not able to fully participate and felt I was
invading their process. Why is there not a consultation
event for Wester Ross?
Active Highland framework. Obscure. (not well thought
through)

Depends on what practical results these sessions have
Introduction—didn’t need to know all of that.
The session was pretty intense but good.
More interaction with others
Some people in small group—shake up occasionally

What would help to make these sessions more
useful in future?
HTSI improve its geographical knowledge and
understand meetings in portree and Durness don’t serve
the whole NW Coast.
Would have been good to have all CPP Partners Included
More particpants. I only found out by accident
More Q and A from services
Better advertising
Feedback and actions followed through to improve and
change communities for better and safer living in Skye
and Lochalsh
Where does the responsability (?) for ensuring the plan is
implemented?

Is there anything you would like to add?
Generally felt a bit ‘top down’
Little vegetarian food—you had to get in there quick!
Lunch was excellent

Writing key points on the jigsaw pieces is a good
idea, but difficult to identify detail that will explain
properly. So there is a danger of over simplification
and generalisation.
Useful.
Sad to say many of the issues have been raised
before and included in plans for decades—yet they
remain unsolved and in some cases the situation
has got worse.

Thanks to the participants from within and around Skye,
Lochalsh and Wester Ross

Highland Community Planning Partnership
www.highlandcpp.org.uk

